Abstract. An assignment problem has been extensively studied and applied in many industries. Variations of assignment problem have been proposed and appeared in literatures for many years. This paper extends the variation of assignment problem in the dimension of task and resource by proposing the joint requirement of multiple resource types in a multi-period multi-site assignment problem. The specific characteristic is that there are many multi-skill resource types and tasks require joint requirement of more than one resource type to operate. An application of this model can be found in healthcare industry, especially in clinic networks or hospital networks, which have many service locations, have many resource types such as doctors, nurses or medical equipments and definitely require more than one resource type for operations. This paper proposes a twostep Tabu search heuristic for multi-period multi-site assignment problem with joint requirement of multiple resource types. The specified neighborhood strategy, short-term memory and long-term memory are designed for the addressed problem in order to generate an efficient move to improve solutions. From computational study, solutions from Tabu search algorithm are compared with optimal solutions from CPLEX, and the result shows that, for small size problems, most solutions are close to optimal solutions (average gap = 2.2%), for medium size problems, the algorithm can provide good solutions in a short time comparing with CPLEX (average gap = 5.8%), and for large size problem, four out of five solutions from the proposed algorithm are better than solutions from CPLEX in a limit of time.
Introduction
An assignment problem has been extensively studied and applied in many industries, namely dairy [1] , clothing [2] , mining [3] , airlines [4] , automated manufacturing [5] and service industries [6] . First appearing in 1952 [7] , the classic assignment problem is to find a one-to-one matching between n tasks and m agents and the objective function is to minimize the total cost. Over the past few decades, the classic assignment problem has been extended and many variations of the assignment problem are proposed, for example, variation in objective function such as maximizing profit [8, 9] or minimizing the maximum number of travelling time [10] , variation in planning period such as three-dimensional assignment problem [11] , multiperiod assignment problems for medical residents [12] , multi-period machine assignment [13] or variation in task and resource such as multi-resource generalized assignment problem [14] , resource-constrained assignment scheduling [15] , assignment problem with seniority and job priority constraints [16] and generalization of multi-resource generalized assignment problem [9] .
In this study, we extend the variation of assignment problem in the dimension of task and resource by proposing the joint requirement of multiple resource types in a multi-period multi-site assignment problem. This specific characteristic is that there are multiple resource types and tasks require joint of more than one resource type for operations. This model can be found in healthcare industry, especially in clinic networks or hospital networks, which have many service locations, have many resource types such as physicians, nurses or medical equipments and require more than one resource type for operations. Only qualified resources can do tasks or treatments and allocating each resource to each site has different operation cost. The resource planners have to decide where their resources should be assigned to maximize total profit.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. The related work is reviewed in section 2. In section 3, the statement of problem and mathematical model are described. Then, Tabu search algorithm and computational experiment are presented in section 4 and 5. Finally, the conclusion and future works are summarized in section 6.
Related Work
In academic view, this kind of multi-period multi-site assignment problems can be found in a problem of emergency resource allocation [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and a problem of health staff scheduling [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . An emergency resource allocation is a problem of allocating resources such as health staff, equipments and medical supplies from possible depots or responds units to disaster sites in the disaster situations such as earthquakes, floods or hurricanes while health staff scheduling is a problem of assigning physician, nurses or aides to hospitals, wards or shifts. Both problems consider allocating or assigning resources to suitable shifts or sites as in the proposed problem and many of them consider multiple resource types.
For emergency resource allocation, their resources can be one or more than one type and time period for planning can also be one or more than one period. The performance of allocation processes and decisions in a few days after disaster strikes is an important key to reduce the number of fatalities [21] . Zhang et al. [17] proposed the model and algorithm for allocating multiple resources from emergency depots to disaster sites to fulfill all demands. Ozdamar et al. [18] proposed emergency logistics planning model in natural disaster, which consists of two decisions: allocating multiple commodities to the disaster sites and scheduling the vehicles. Tzeng et al. [20] designed a relief-distribution model for distributing relief items from collection points to transfer candidate depots and relief demand points. More details of this problem can be seen in Caunhye et al. [27] reviewing the optimization models in emergency logistics, Altay and Green Iii [28] surveying the existing OR/MS literatures in disaster operations managements and Fiedrich et al. [21] providing the definitions of core components in Emergency resource allocation problem.
For health staff scheduling, a scope of allocation and assignment can be limited in one ward/department [22, 23, [29] [30] [31] [32] , in many wards/departments in one hospital [24] or in many hospitals [25, 26, 33] . Most researchers have focused on nurse scheduling more than physician scheduling [34] and both staff are mostly considered separately. Ernst et al. [34] reviewed a problem of staff scheduling and rostering in which health staff scheduling is included. Trivedi and Warner [24] proposed algorithm for allocating available float pool of nursing personnel to various inpatient units in a hospital. The nursing personnel are divided into three types which are registered nurses, licensed practical nurses and aides and substituting of those staff is allowed with different performance. Aickelin and Dowsland [22, 29] and Dowsland [30] also considered the problem of nurse scheduling. In their models, there are sets of shift pattern and nurses are divided into many grades in which higher graded nurses can substitute nurses in lower grades. The decision is to assign nurses to shift patterns, which provides the different penalty cost in each shift pattern. For physician scheduling, Carter and Lapierre [23] studied the problem of physician scheduling in emergency room while Goyal and Yadav [33] developed mathematical model and heuristic for allocating physicians to various medical institutions. Other health staff scheduling models can be seen in [25, 26, 31, 32] .
Most of these studies mainly focus on allocating or assigning resources to working sites or shifts. However, they usually consider assigning only one type of resource and if they consider multiple resources types, they do not concern joint requirement of resource types.
Another kind of problem related to the considered problem is the generalized assignment problem (GAP) in which there are many agents who has own capacity for doing tasks and they can do many tasks as long as they have enough capacity. In the past decades, many extensions of GAP are proposed and models concerning multiple resource types and joint of multiple resources are arisen. Gavish and Pirkul [14] proposed multi-resource generalized assignment problem (MRGAP), which extends GAP by allowing agents to have multiple resources and their resources are consumed when accomplishing their tasks. Mazzola and Neebe [15] defined the assignment problem with side constraints (APSC) which extends GAP as MRGAP but the resources in the system is not separated by individual. All agents can use the resources in the system until resources are out. Toktas et al. [35] combined the characteristics of the GAP and MRGAP with the APSC and generates two additional problems: collectively capacitated generalized assignment problem (CCGAP) and assignment problem with individual capacities (AIPC). Alidaee et al. [9] presented the assignment model that includes the model of MRGAP as special cases. This new model is called generalization of MRGAP (GMRGAP). An extension is that their tasks consist of many operations and if tasks are done, all its operations must be completed.
Also, although models in this problem consider multiple resources assignment and their resources can be assigned to many tasks, most models have the condition that each task must to be assigned to only one resource. There is only a model of Alidaee et al. [9] which studied deeply in assigning multiple resources to tasks. However, they have the different objective and do not consider a dimension of multiple period and multiple sites as in our models.
Although this kind of problem is in the focus of many researchers and have been extended in many areas, there are no any models considering multi-period multi-site assignment problems with joint requirement of multiple resource types as in the considered model. The objective of this research is to develop the mathematical model and the solution method based on Tabu search algorithm.
Problem Description
A multi-period and multi-site assignment problem determines where resources are and what resources do in each period. In our model, there are many resource types and tasks require multiple resource types for operation. All resources are allocated to the site with different operation cost, and each resource is limited to be in one site. Each task at sites provides different benefit, and resources are assigned to do tasks for total profit maximization.
A mathematical model can be written as follows: 
Objective function
Maximize total profit = 
Constraints
Qualification constraint:
Location constraint:
Joint requirement constraint: 
The objective function, Eq. (1), maximizes the total profit, which is calculated from total benefits and total operation cost of all resources. Eq. (2) enforces that only qualified resources can do tasks and each resource is assigned to only one task per period. Eq. (3) enforces that each resource must be assigned to only one site. Eq. (4) states that only qualified resources can do tasks and tasks can be done when joint requirements of resources are satisfied, for example, if a task requires resource type 1 and 2, this task can be done ( pi W =1) when there are two qualified resources, selected from resource type 1 and 2, assigned to do this task. Each site has different tasks and resources can do only tasks in the site where they are assigned. Eq. (5) is used for enforcing this restriction.
Tabu Search Algorithm
Tabu search (TS) is a well-known meta-heuristic for solving a combinatorial optimization initiated by Glover [36] [37] [38] . A basic process for finding solutions by Tabu search algorithm is roughly divided into three steps: set an initial solution, find neighborhoods and select neighborhood to be new solution. The second and third steps are done iteratively until stopping criteria is met. Efficiency of Tabu search algorithm mainly depends on the structure of neighborhood, Tabu list and long term memory. Good neighborhood lets the algorithm find the best solution in a short time. Because moving to worse solutions is allowed, Tabu list is used to prevent algorithm from cycling or being stuck in a local optimum. Long term memory is usually used to identify the good or bad elements of the solutions or the unvisited regions and then provide the good direction of the next move.
Tabu search algorithm is widely applied in allocation, scheduling and assignment problem [5, 31, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . For problems whose decision can be divided into many steps as our model, one approach for developing algorithm is to separate the decision into many steps depending on characteristics of the problem and algorithms for each step are developed [32, 34, [43] [44] [45] .
For our problem, as described in previous section, the decision of the model is to find the suitable sites (allocation) and suitable tasks (assignment) for resources. To develop algorithm for the considered problem, we separate the decision into two steps: allocating resource to sites and then assigning resources to tasks. We propose a two-step Tabu search algorithm for solving the considered problem: Main Tabu searh algorithm (MTS) for resource allocation in the first step and Sub Tabu search algorithm (STS) for resource assignment in the second step.
A structure of two-step Tabu search algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The algorithm starts from generating an initial solution in Main Tabu searh algorithm (MTS). Then, a process of finding all neighborhoods is done. Each neighborhood is a set of resources which should be moved to some sites to provide a better solution. Because getting true objective function of all neighborhoods by using Sub Tabu search algorithm (STS) takes a lot of computational time, we have a process of reducing the number of neighborhood by selecting only some neighborhoods with some criteria to be candidates. After candidate list is generated, Sub Tabu Search Algorithm (STS) will be done to find a solution of resource assignment of each candidate and the true objective function will be calculated. In our STS, we design a specific Tabu list, neighborhood and diversification technique for getting better solution. After all candidates are calculated by STS, the best candidate is selected to be a new initial solution for MTS and the process of updating Tabu list and best known solution in MTS are done. The process is done iteratively until reaching the stopping criteria. The detail of MTS and STS is described as follows: 
Main Tabu Search Algorithm (MTS)
Details of Main Tabu Search Algorithm are described as follows: Generate an initial solution: All resources are assigned to the site that has the lowest operation cost. Then, the problem is split up into many sub-problems. One sub-problem is a problem of one site and one period. Then, CPLEX is used to find an optimal solution of each sub-problem.
Find all neighborhoods: The objective of this step (MTS) is to move resource to the better site. Neighborhoods are generated from moving set of resources from sites to another or, in other words, changing the value of Z from 0 to 1. The destination site to which these resources are moved is the site where there are unassigned tasks (tasks that nobody does). The moved resources are the resource in each type that can do those unassigned tasks, which selects only one resource per type. For example, in Fig. 2 Destination site
Fig. 2. Example of generating neighborhood in MTS.
Generate candidate list: Because there are a lot of neighborhoods in this step, we reduce the number of neighborhoods by selecting only some neighborhoods. We calculate surrogate objective function of each neighborhood, which consumes short computational time, and select only the best M neighborhoods to be the candidate in the candidate list. If there is more than one candidate generated from one task, only the candidate which has the highest surrogate objective function is considered to be in candidate list.
 Surrogate objective function = Tbg -Tbl + Toc o Tbg= Total possible benefit gain, which is the sum of highest benefits of unassigned tasks that each moved resource can do in each period in new site. o Tbl = Total benefit lost from moving all resource to new site. o Toc = Total additional operation cost from moving all resource to new site. Tabu list: Tabu list is a short term memory used for preventing cycling. In our model, all moved resources from the best neighborhood are added to Tabu list. The resources in Tabu list are not allowed to be moved to other sites for N iterations.
Stopping rule: MTS will be run iteratively until reaching the maximum iteration W or the maximum computational time V.
Sub Tabu Search Algorithm (STS)
For each candidate, one or more resources are moved to the new site and then resources in some sites and periods are changed. The algorithm in this step is to assign resources in these sites and periods to unassigned tasks to get as much benefit as possible. Those sites and periods will be calculated by this algorithm one by one until all of them are considered. An initial solution in this step is the solution from MTS. Details of Sub Tabu Search Algorithm are described as follows:
Find all neighborhoods: Because the objective of this step is to assign resource to unassigned tasks, the neighborhood is generated from selecting some resources to do unassigned tasks ( 0 pi W  ). Both available resources (resources which are not assigned to any tasks) and unavailable resources (resources which are assigned to some tasks) are able to be reassigned to do unassigned tasks. A set of resources which provides the minimum benefit lost from reassigning them to do the unassigned task is selected to be the W from 0 to 1. Qualified resources in this step must not only be able to do unassigned tasks but also be in the site which has those unassigned tasks. This step is done with all unassigned tasks to generate all neighborhoods. After having all neighborhoods, the neighborhood which has the highest objective function is selected to be a new initial solution. This process is done iteratively until the objective function does not improve for P iterations. Tabu list: All changed resources and tasks from the best neighborhood are added to Tabu list. They are not allowed to be changed for Q iterations.
Diversification technique: This is a technique in Tabu search algorithm to enable the searching process to move and find neighborhoods in different area of solution space. We collect a frequency of tasks done in each iteration to long term memory. If the objective function of solution does not improve for D iterations, the benefit of each task will be divided by this frequency and the new benefit will be used to find the neighborhood. The process will be done for E iterations and then the long term memory will be reset.
Computational Experiments
A Tabu search algorithm is tested to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm to the considered problem. The algorithm was coded in C# 2010 and run on the Windows 7 Ultimate with Intel Core i5-2410M, CPU 2.30GHz and RAM 4GB. We compare our results with solutions from commercial optimization tool (ILOG CPLEX 12.1.0).
Test problems are generated into three different sizes. The first set of problem is a small size problem which takes short computational time. That is, CPLEX can find an optimal solution in a few second. The second set is a medium size problem which takes less than 4,000 seconds to find an optimal solution while the third set, a large size problem, takes more than 4000 seconds.
For the small size problem, the number of resource type is fixed to 2 (ratio of task that requires 1 type and 2 types is set to 25%: 75%). The number of period is set to 3 and 6 while the number of site is set to 5 and 10. A ratio of resource and task is set to 1:2 [6 resources: 12 tasks and 10 resources: 20 tasks] and ratio of resource that can do each task is set to 0.4. Operation cost and benefit are randomized uniformly between 500 to 2,000 and 400 to 4,000 respectively. For each problem set, 10 tests are generated.
For the medium size problem, the experiment is separated into 2 parts. A ratio of resource and task is varied in the first part while the number of resource type and the ratio of task that requires each type are varied in the second part. In the first part, the number of resource is varied from 10 to 16 and the ratio of resource and task is set to 1:2 and 1:4. The number of resource type, period and site are fixed to 2, 12 and 5 respectively. In the second part, the number of resource type is set to 2 and 3. The ratio of tasks that requires each resource type is varied from 0% to 100%. The number of resource, period, site and task are fixed to 14, 9, 5 and 30 respectively and ratio of resource that can do each task is set to 0.4. Operation cost and benefit are randomized uniformly between 2,000 to 10,000 and 400 to 4,000 respectively. For each problem set, 5 tests are generated.
For the large size problem, the number of resource, period, site and task are fixed to 20, 12, 5 and 60 respectively. The number of resource type is set to 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 and ratio of resource that can do each task is set to 0.4. Operation cost is uniformly randomized between 2,000 to 10,000 for all problems while a benefit is uniformly randomized between 400 to 4,000 for 4, 6 and 8 resource types, 800 to 8,000 for 10 resource types and 1,200 to 12,000 for 12 resource types. The ranges of benefit in each problem size are different to maintain the value of objective function to be positive. For each problem set, 1 test is generated.
The details of all problem sizes are shown in Table1. The first seven columns are the description of tested problems, which is the size of problem, the set of problem, the number of resource, the number of task, the number of period, the number of site and the number of resource type, and the rest are the ratio of tasks that requires each resource type for operations. 
For MTS, a suitable size of Tabu list (N) to prevent algorithm from being stuck in a local optimum is 3 or 4 depending on the problem size. The number of maximum iteration (V) and candidate (M) affect directly to the quality of the solution. A larger number of V and M increase the opportunity to find better solutions; however, it takes more computational time. V and M are limited to the suitable value according to the problem size and the computational time. All MTS and STS parameters are shown in Table 2 . The parameters are divided into 2 groups: MTS and STS. In MTS, the Max iteration (W)/time (V), Tabu list (N) and Candidate list (M) is the maximum iteration or maximum time for running MTS, the number of iteration for keeping moved resources in Tabu list and the number of neighborhood in candidate list respectively. In STS, the Max iteration (P), Tabu list (Q) Tricker for Divert (D) and Duration for Divert (E) is the maximum iteration for running STS, the number of iteration for keeping changed resources and tasks in Tabu list, the number of iteration for using diversification technique and the duration for using diversification technique respectively. *The value of all parameters in STS is calculated by equation (6) - (9).
The experiment of small size problems
In the small size problem, 4 problems are generated: S1, S2, S3 and S4. For S1 and S3, there are only few periods but many sites whereas, for S2 and S4, there are only few sites but many periods. The number of resource and task in S3 and S4 is more than in S1 and S2. Time for running MTS for all problems is limited to 5 seconds. The results of the experiment are illustrated in Table 3 . The second column (#OPT by Tabu) shows the number of optimal solution found by Tabu search algorithm. The average optimal gap is shown in the third column, which is calculated from [(solution of CPLEX) -(solution of Tabu search)] *100 / (solution of CPLEX). The result shows that, for all the test problems (40 tests), 13 optimal solutions are found and the average optimal gap ranges from 0.6 to 4.0. In the medium size problem [part1], the experiment is separated into two groups, and four problems per group are generated: MA1.1 to MA1.4 for the first group, and MA2.1 to MA2.4 for the second group. All parameters in both groups are the same except the number of task which is set by the ratio of resource and task (1:2 for the first group and 1:4 for the second group). The result of the experiment is shown in Table 4 . The second column shows the computational time of CPLEX while the third column shows time to find the best solution of Tabu search algorithm. The forth to sixth column show the minimum optimal gap, maximum optimal gap and average optimal gap. The average optimal gap and computational time are plotted in Fig. 4 . The result shows that the computational time of CPLEX considerably increases when the number and ratio of resource and task increase. Tabu search algorithm can find good solutions in a short time comparing with CPLEX and the quality of the solution remains good when the number and ratio of the resource and task increase. 
The experiment of medium size problems [part2]
In the medium size problem [part2], the experiment is separated into two groups by the number of resource type, and five problems per group are generated: MB1.1. to MB1.5 for the first group and MB2.1 to MB2.5 for the second group. All parameters in both groups are the same except the number of resource type varied from 2 to 3 and the ratio of task that requires each type varied from 0% to 100%. The result of the experiment is shown in Table 5 and the computational time and optimal gap are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The result shows that the computational time of CPLEX extremely increases when the number of resource type and the ratio increase (for this experiment, the number of resource type just increases by 1). The optimal gap slightly increases when the ratio increases. However, the algorithm can still provide good solutions in a short time comparing with the CPLEX. 
The experiment of large size problems
In the large size problem, five problems are generated: L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5. Because finding an optimal solution for this problem set takes a lot of time, the computational time for running CPLEX is limited to 4,000 seconds while time for running MTS is limited to 100 iterations and the number of candidate list is fixed to 32. We know from the result of experiment in medium size problem that the computational time or complexity of the problem extremely increases when the number of resource type increases. In this experiment, the number of resource type is varied from 4 to 12, which is a large number comparing with the previous experiment (2 and 3 resource types), to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm when being applied to high complexity problems. The computational time and optimal gap are shown in Table 6 . The value of optimal gap in this problem set can be less than zero because running time of CPLEX is limited and solutions from CPLEX can be worse than the solutions from Tabu search algorithm. As shown in the Table5, the optimal gap of four out of five problems is less than zero, which means that four out of five solutions from Tabu search algorithm are better than solutions from CPLEX. Figure 6 illustrates the computational time and the best solution found in each time by CPLEX and Tabu search algorithm. Parts of CPLEX line that have no data means that CPLEX cannot find any feasible solution. As can be seen, when the number of resource type increases, time to find a feasible solution by CPLEX increases. In contrast to CPLEX, Tabu search algorithm can provide good feasible solutions in a very short computational time. In summary, the complexity of problems drastically increases when the number of resource type and the number of task that requires joint of multiple resource types increase. Tabu search algorithm performs well in all problem sizes. Many solutions in small size problem are optimal and the average gap for all problems is 2.2%. In the medium size problem, good solutions can be found in a short time comparing with CPLEX (average gap = 5.8%). For the large size problem, the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms CPLEX. Most solutions from Tabu search algorithm are better than solutions from CPLEX and all best solutions can be found quickly comparing with CPLEX.
Conclusion
In most allocation and assignment models, only one resource type is considered. If multiple resources types are considered, they fail to consider joint requirement of multiple resource types. In this study, we have considered this aspect in a multi-period multi-site assignment problem (multi-period multi-site assignment problem with joint requirement of multiple resource types). This kind of problem can be found in planning multiple health resources in clinic or hospital network. The mathematical model and heuristic based on Tabu search algorithm was developed. The proposed Tabu search algorithm is comprised of two steps (two-step Tabu search algorithm). The first step aims to allocate resources to site while the second step means to assign resources to task. The computational experiments are done to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm. Test problems are grouped into three sizes: small, medium and large size problems. The result shows that the developed algorithm provides good solutions in all problem sizes. Although the algorithm performs well for all test problems, the quality of solution tends to be dropped when the ratio of task that requires more than one resource type increases. Future work should find ways to improve the quality of the solution when this ratio is high. In addition, the developed model does not allow their resources to be rotated, so another subject of future study is to develop model that allow their resources to be rotated to many sites.
